
UPDATE on 24th of May 2020:

Situation did change since our last publication, and some lightning will be given by
French and Spanish authorities regarding the summer period ( July-August period
and rules for circulation inside the differents countries and possibilities to cross
borders during this period ) during this coming week. WE will get back to you as
soon as we can when informations will be official from Spanish and French side .

Communication regarding COVID-19 situation.

Team ICEPLANET would like to clarify few elements regarding CORONA situation and ICEPLANET
camp 2020 : WE are actually in contact with different authorities regarding evolution of situation 
( Local / governmental/ Sanitary).
- Regarding Andorra situation : Country is actually getting out of confinement, and phase one of the 
program is applied. Situation is under control, and projections for next weeks are following the plan in 
a positive way. The come back to normal is expected for start of June.
- Regarding travelling situation ( Spain/ France) : Both countries are actually implementing a plan for 
getting out of confinement ( France : 11th of May 2020 / Spain : 9th of May 2020), and inter- 
governmental communications between different concerned countries let believe a come back to free 
circulation for current June 2020. Restrictions of travel during this summer should concern apparently 
the « in/out » of Schengen space only.
- Regarding sanitary rules : Organisation of camp will be updated to respect every rules fixed by local 
authorities, and , like always, ICEPLANET will do what it takes to warranty comfort/ safety and 
security of campers.

At the view of all those elements, team ICEPLANET decided to remove any form of pressure 
regarding deadline about cancellation of camp. 
New cancellation rules are as following,
Cancellation:
It is possible to cancel the camp with full restitution of the fee until 10th of June 2020 ( minus the 
transaction fee charged by online payment system ± 3,7%)
This deadline might be updated again in the future, following the evolution of the situation ( In favour 
of camper)

Advice from team ICEPLANET :
Time passing will show more clarity regarding the situation, we would like to recommend you to wait 
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until 20th of may 2020 before doing any move.
At this date, we will make you a full update regarding situation. We wish you to stay safe until here, 
and we are expecting to confirm you the good news at this date.

Best Regards,
Team ICEPLANET
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